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HIGHLIGHTS

• An evolving understanding of the relationship
between drugs and the brain is contributing to a
paradigm shift in drug policy, defined by measures
to help keep individuals with addiction alive as the
long path toward recovery takes course

• Significant harm-reduction potential exists in
increasing access to medication assisted treatment
(MAT) – the most effective approach for managing
opioid use disorder, but which less than 20% of
affected individuals in the U.S. receive

• Developments in the neuroscience of targeted
brain stimulation and brain-based risk prediction
represent novel treatment and prevention strategies
on the near-horizon

While pre-COVID-19 data indicated that the massive public
health effort to fight the opioid epidemic was beginning to
gain ground, the record-breaking surge of overdose deaths
during the pandemic revealed that the underlying state of our
addiction prevention and care system remains insufficient.
This reality has demanded a rethinking of approaches – both
policy-based and scientific – to accelerate the reversal of the
crisis. Evolving harm reduction policies based in a greater
appreciation for the neuroscience of addiction represent a
positive shift in our approach to addressing addiction. Yet,
there is still much opportunity for improvement, especially
in expanding the use of medication assisted treatment (MAT)
to treat opioid addiction. Moreover, emerging neuroscience
research may offer new paths to treatment and prevention.
Collectively, these efforts have the potential to significantly
tip the balance in the battle against drug addiction in
America.

By this point, we know a lot about drug addiction. We know
a lot about the things that reduce its likelihood – about

exercise and healthy after-school programs, about genetic
good-fortune and avoiding stress, about restricting physician
overprescribing. We know a lot about treating it – about social
support groups, methadone clinics, and cognitive behavioral
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therapy. And we know a lot about saving people from the
brink – about Narcan, lung surgery, and fentanyl testing strips.
Despite all that we know, drug addiction in America continues
to pose a danger of accelerating magnitude. Last year saw
the highest number of Americans ever die of drug overdoses
– over 100,000, almost 30% more than the previous year [1].
In addition, though perhaps less sudden or dramatic, adverse
health outcomes from cigarette smoking remain the largest
annual cause of preventable death in the U.S. – responsible
for 90% of lung cancer deaths and for nearly 1 in 5 total
deaths of any cause that occur every year [2]. Collectively, the
damage wrought by addictive substances shows little sign of
abating.

As humans at the mercy of life’s happenings – financial
hardship, trauma, loneliness, loss, mental illness – and
in a world awash with substances that can quickly and
powerfully dissolve the anguish that accompanies them, the
specter of addiction may always be present. But experts
in drug policy and addiction science maintain that, even
short of addressing deep-rooted socioeconomic conditions
that contribute to drug-seeking, there are still tractable inroads
to be made in substantially reducing the risk of addiction
and drug-related harm. Recent policy changes rolled into the
federal COVID-19 recovery effort represent the seedlings of
important paradigm shifts, and emerging innovations in the
neuroscience of addiction prevention and treatment will soon
demand policymakers’ attention. Here, we explore what the
next frontier of combating drug addiction in America may look
like, and whether it will be enough.

The Drug-Brain Relationship and its Impact on
Policy

To understand how drugs of abuse have come to grip our
nation the way they have – and to explore the innovations and
policies that might loosen it – it is important to understand the
tempestuous relationship between drugs and the brain. Even
from the infancy of our national grappling with drugs of abuse
in the mid-twentieth century, there was a common societal
understanding that the power of drugs lay in their interactions
with the brain. Famously, in the 1950s, neuroscientists James
Olds and Peter Milner showed that rats with electrodes
implanted in certain parts of the brain would press a lever
to deliver stimulation to those brain regions – over, and over,
and over again (up to 2,000 times per hour) [3, 4]. These
regions came to be known as “reward centers” – the parts
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of our brain that, when activated, synthesized the feeling of
pleasure. Since we as humans cannot so easily and directly
press these reward buttons inside our brains, drugs serve as
a convenient conduit to press them for us. Different drugs –
alcohol, cannabis, opioids, nicotine, cocaine, hallucinogens –
interact with the brain in different ways to produce feelings
of reward. In some cases, it is via the subtraction of pain; in
others, it is through the addition of pleasure.

But the insidious caveat of the relationship between drugs
and the brain is that even after drugs leave our system, the
brain is left a little different than it was before. The brain
seeks to maintain a balance amongst all the chemicals in its
internal environment – “homeostasis” – in order to function
properly. When we introduce a drug that changes the brain’s
carefully calibrated equilibrium, the brain physically adapts
in a way that attempts to counteract the effects of the drug
and regain balance. For example, cocaine works by blocking
the “reuptake transporters” that vacuum up excess dopamine,
resulting in an increase of dopaminergic signaling [5]. In
response, and in anticipation of the drug’s continued presence
and upregulation of dopamine, the brain undergoes structural
changes to downregulate the effects of dopamine. It may,
for instance, reduce the number of receptors available for
dopamine to bind to and produce its effects [6]. But in this
restructured brain, it is now the absence of the drug in the
system that results in an imbalance – now, there is too little
dopaminergic signaling. This imbalance often manifests to us
as feelings of craving, sadness, anxiety, and even pain – all
of which can be ameliorated by taking more of the drug. And
thus, the cycle of dependence and addiction ensues.

Understanding addiction as a need to satisfy the
drug-altered landscape of a brain, lest it function improperly
and produce dysphoria, has become paramount in guiding
more effective and humane approaches to policy and
treatment. We now know that brain alterations from
pronounced drug use are rewindable to some extent over
the course of abstinence [7], and that preserving abstinence
is attainable. But the process to restore some semblance
of the pre-drug brain and achieve stable abstinence occurs
over the course of weeks, months and years – not overnight.
Finally, even if individuals make it through the intense
neurobiologically-driven withdrawal symptoms of the initial
days of abstinence, cravings induced by drug-associated
places and objects, and the return of stressors that prompted
drug use in the first place, often provoke relapse. For example,
some estimates place the rate of opioid relapse after inpatient
detoxification as high as 72-88% after 12-36 months [8].
Collectively, an increased appreciation of the “stickiness”
of drug-induced brain alterations and the challenge of
maintaining abstinence is helping to drive a paradigm shift
in the way that policymakers address drug use and addiction.

Changing Policies and Opportunities for Progress
The Nixon-era “War on Drugs” shaped a national approach

to drug policy predicated on punitive law enforcement
measures for the last several decades. Though these policies
are generally thought to have reduced access to drugs to

some extent, they also engendered a simplistic and misguided
view of addiction as a moral failing that could be remedied
through the disincentives of the criminal justice system. Now,
armed with modern research on addiction and the brain,
policies have begun to take a longer-term, “harm reduction”
approach to help keep addicts alive as the long path toward
recovery takes its course. These initiatives have come mostly
in the context of the opioid epidemic. One such effort is
expanding the accessibility of the overdose rescue medication
naloxone (brand name Narcan) from first responders and law
enforcement agencies to the general public. New York City,
for example, recently announced plans to install 10 “public
health vending machines” throughout the city that contain
Narcan, as well as clean syringes to help prevent contraction
of disease from contaminated needles. New York City has
also led the way in opening the nation’s first supervised needle
exchange facilities in November 2021. These burgeoning local
efforts are buoyed by the recent federal endorsement of
evidence-based harm reduction strategies. As part of the
American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (1) to respond to the
COVID-19 pandemic, President Biden authorized $30 million
specifically for substance abuse harm reduction measures,
such as allowing federal funds to be used to purchase rapid
fentanyl test trips that can alert users whether drugs have
been laced with this potentially deadly substance.

However, one of the highest-impact areas where there is
still room for improvement is increasing access for individuals
with opioid use disorder to medication assisted treatment
(MAT). MAT is a pharmacological approach to help lessen
withdrawal symptoms and reduce cravings as individuals
wean themselves off harmful substances, such as illicit
opioids, alcohol, or nicotine. The FDA has currently approved
three forms of MAT for the treatment of opioid use disorder:
methadone, buprenorphine, and extended-release naltrexone.
Research has long demonstrated that MAT is the most
effective strategy for treating opioid use disorder, especially
the so-called “agonist” MAT medications (methadone and
buprenorphine) [9]. The agonist medications are opioids
themselves, and thus quench physical dependence and
craving while being substantially less euphorigenic and
intoxicating than illicit opioids like heroin or oxycodone.
The use of agonist medications is associated with an
approximately 50% reduction in mortality among individuals
with opioid use disorder [10]. Compared to psychosocial
treatment alone, patients that additionally received methadone
were 4.4 times more likely to maintain treatment and had
33% fewer opioid-positive drug tests [11]. Similarly, whereas
patients receiving psychosocial treatment that were also
maintained for 12 months on buprenorphine had a 75%
treatment success rate, those that received psychosocial
treatment and only short-term buprenorphine for detoxification
(6 days) had a 0% treatment success rate [12].

Yet, despite its documented efficacy, cost-effectiveness
and safety when prescribed and monitored correctly [13], the
use of MAT for opioid use disorder is stunningly low (Fig. 1).

A 2021 report conducted by the U.S. Department for
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Figure 1: Rates of MAT for opioid use disorder are low throughout
the U.S. [14].

Health and Human Services found that among the 1 million
Medicare beneficiaries with opioid use disorder, less than
16% were receiving medication assisted treatment [14].
Much of this underutilization is the result of what many
addiction experts consider to be overly restrictive regulations,
particularly regarding buprenorphine. For instance, the
scheduling of buprenorphine under the Controlled Substances
Act (CSA) (2) has mandated that practitioners apply for
a special federal waiver in order to administer it, which
requires the completion of a specialized training. Even
with this waiver, prior to the Comprehensive Addiction and
Recovery Act of 2016 (CARA) (3), medical practitioners were
limited to dispensing buprenorphine to no more than 30
patients. Altogether, by 2016, only 32,000 U.S. physicians
were authorized to prescribe buprenorphine – compared to the
nearly one million authorized to prescribe high abuse-potential
opioid painkillers like OxyContin and Vicodin [15]. By 2018,
40% of U.S. counties still did not have any licensed
buprenorphine providers (Fig. 2).

Slowly, some of these limitations are beginning to be
relaxed. CARA and the subsequent SUPPORT for Patients
and Communities Act of 2018 (SUPPORT Act) (4) now allow
practitioners with waivers to administer buprenorphine to 100
or more patients under certain conditions. Moreover, in April
2021, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
issued new guidance [17] allowing practitioners to administer
buprenorphine to up to 30 patients without having to complete
the training requirement. Circumstances of the COVID-19
pandemic have also prompted the paring back of telemedicine
regulations that previously required an in-person visit with a
practitioner before buprenorphine could be prescribed [18].
This is a significant development that reduces the burden on
patients for accessing MAT, especially those living in rural
areas, who can now be enrolled virtually or over the phone.
This development, along with recent mandates and litigation
at the state-level [19], has also opened the door to increased

Figure 2: Many high-need counties in Arkansas (green) have few
to no licensed providers of buprenorphine (dark circles) [16].

MAT availability in jails and prisons (by over 450% between
2018 and 2020 [20]), where nearly 1 in 3 individuals have
opioid use disorder [21].

Despite these promising developments, MAT still faces
philosophical- and perception-based obstacles to its adoption
as a first-line treatment for opioid use disorder [13]. For
instance, many treatment providers, steeped in resistance to
the notion that MAT is simply replacing one addiction with
another, choose to prioritize abstinence-based approaches.
Other provider and insurer policies can also present obstacles
to MAT’s adoption and effectiveness, and thereby cyclically
contribute to skepticism of its efficacy. One such policy
is “fail-first,” which requires that other treatments be tried
first before MAT. Others involve dosage and lifetime usage
restrictions, even though MAT is most effective when
maintained long-term.

The efficacy of MAT can also been observed by looking
internationally, outside of the U.S. Despite differences in scale
and culture between the two countries, Portugal demonstrates
one path toward dramatically increasing the use of MAT
for opioid use disorder that many have called for the
U.S. to emulate. Portugal’s 2001 decriminalization of the
purchase, possession and use of small amounts of illicit drugs
helped destigmatize addicted users and encourage treatment
[22]. Moreover, rather than face incarceration, those caught
engaging in these activities could be required to appear
before drug “dissuasion commissions” that could refer them to
treatment programs. By 2008, 75% of individuals in Portugal
with opioid use disorder were receiving MAT [22]. This has
helped contribute to a decrease in the number of heroin users
in Portugal from 100,000 before the decriminalization efforts
to 25,000 by 2017, and to the country having the lowest
drug-related death rate in Western Europe [23].

Overall, expanding access to and promoting the use
of MAT represents a substantial opportunity to reduce
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mortality amongst individuals with opioid use disorder in
the U.S. Further out on the horizon, the arsenal of MAT
medications itself may be augmented to include a wider
range of treatment options. Long-sought addiction “vaccines”
– monthly or yearly shots that would disarm drugs of
their psychoactive effects (and therefore, their appeal) –
represent one such option. Several decades of research on
addiction vaccines have failed to yield a successful product
in humans (there are no current FDA-approved addiction
vaccines) [24]. Nonetheless, research efforts in this domain
persist, including a new, high-profile and National Institutes
of Health (NIH)-funded phase 1 clinical trial of a vaccine for
the opioid oxycodone [25]. There has also been a resurgence
of research on the psychedelic compound ibogaine. The
National Institute on Drug Abuse stopped funding research
on ibogaine for addiction treatment back in 1995, largely due
to its dangerous and potentially deadly side-effects [26]. But
recently, researchers in other countries, as well as private
companies in the U.S., have launched new studies of ibogaine
or related compounds that purportedly lack its dangerous side
effects [27]. Much additional research is needed in this area
to evaluate efficacy and safety in humans.

Emerging Science and New Paths for Prevention
and Treatment

Beyond MAT, one of the most intriguing emerging avenues
for treatment is brain stimulation. Several technologies
now exist that safely deliver targeted electromagnetic
stimulation to the brain in a way that alters neural
function to alleviate disease-related symptoms. These include
non-invasive technologies such as transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS) and invasive ones like deep brain
stimulation (DBS). At present, TMS – which uses a magnetic
coil on the surface of the head to induce electrical currents
in the brain [28] – is an FDA-approved treatment for
psychiatric disorders like depression, anxious depression, and
obsessive-compulsive disorder. It is also covered by most
forms of insurance. However, the use of TMS to help treat
addiction is only just recently gaining traction. In 2020, the
FDA issued its first approval for a form of TMS to treat drug
addiction, but only for one specific substance: nicotine [29].
TMS use for treating addiction to other drugs of abuse is not
FDA approved at this time, as more research is needed to
demonstrate efficacy. As such, therapeutic brain stimulation
for addiction is a hot area of neuroscience research, as
scientists seek to refine the location of stimulation targets
and the parameters of stimulation protocols to increase
effectiveness.

An important limitation of TMS and other non-invasive
stimulation technologies is that their direct effects are limited
to relatively superficial brain areas. Meanwhile, some of
the key brain areas implicated in addiction – such as the
nucleus accumbens – reside deep in the brain’s interior,
accessible directly only via DBS. DBS involves surgically
implanting small electrodes at strategic sites inside the brain
that can be activated remotely [30]. It has been an FDA
approved treatment for nearly two decades for movement

disorders like Parkinson’s disease. More recently, DBS has
been approved for treatment of obsessive-compulsive disorder
and epilepsy. The use of DBS to treat addiction in humans
is so far limited to a handful of experimental case studies.
An ongoing high-profile study using DBS targeted to the
nucleus accumbens to treat opioid addiction has generated
cautious optimism, as it has helped an individual struggling
with severe addiction for two decades maintain abstinence
for nearly two years [31]. However, another individual in
this trial dropped out and had the DBS device removed –
highlighting the challenges to a “one-size-fits-all” approach
to brain stimulation. A major focus of current neuroscience
research is investigating ways to tailor brain stimulation targets
and protocols to individuals and the unique wiring of their
neural circuits.

At the same time, a new research initiative may eventually
be able to help prevent high-risk individuals from developing
addiction in the first place. In 2015, the NIH launched
the Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) study,
the largest longitudinal study of childhood and adolescent
brain and behavioral development in U.S. history [32]. The
study, which has recruited nearly 12,000 youth across 21
sites in the U.S., is using a combination of neuroimaging,
cognitive and behavioral testing, self- and parent-reporting,
and biospecimen and environmental measures to examine
the relationship between a host of factors and the trajectory
of youth’s mental and physical health between ages 9-10
to 19-20. The ABCD study is poised to provide a powerful
glimpse at the factors – including brain biomarkers – that
put youth at higher risk for developing addiction. Predictive
models based on this information could potentially facilitate
allocation of additional preventive resources to identified
high-addiction-risk youth [33]. If the feasibility of such
predictive models is eventually borne out, policy-makers will
likely need to grapple with implications for data privacy and
who would have access to this information.

Conclusion
Aside from exposing critical gaps in our system of addiction

care, a silver-lining of the COVID-19 pandemic has been an
unprecedented national willingness to reboot the status quo
and try new policy-based approaches in healthcare. Several
important developments in addiction harm reduction policy
have already received support and implementation within
pandemic recovery legislation. Yet, enormous harm reduction
potential still exists in the form of shifting views about and
expanding access to MAT, the most effective form of opioid
use disorder treatment. Furthermore, increased investment
in burgeoning research on brain stimulation and brain-based
risk assessment stands to further augment treatment and
prevention tools. Seizing the opportunity presented by this
unique policy window has the potential to significantly tip the
balance in the battle against drug addiction in America.
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